
House Rules 
 
FOOD: 
Food in the fridge is available to (circle one): 
 
The person who bought it Anyone If it’s labeled it’s mine, otherwise anyone 
 
When buying food I should (circle all that apply): 
 
Label it Put it only in designated areas Purchase a new one if I used the last of it 
 
The following food/grocery items are communal: 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
If food your food goes bad I should (circle one): 
 
Throw it out Ask me about it Place in a designated area  
 
 
SLEEP: 
Quiet hours are between __________p.m. and _____________a.m 
 
In regards to having an overnight guest over, I should (circle all that apply): 
 
Tell you beforehand Ask for permission         Not have guests of the opposite sex  
 
SOCIAL: 
It is expected that I am home at least ________ evenings per week 
 
If I need time to myself I should (circle all that apply) 
 
Tell you Close the door to my room      Put in headphones        Hang a sign on my door 
 
If I am having someone over to the home I should (circle all that apply): 
 
Tell you beforehand Ask for permission Ask for use of common areas, but not for personal  
 
 
 



PERSONAL: 
The following are prohibited substances in this home: 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Borrowing my clothes is: 
Allowed whenever Allowed with permission Never allowed 
 
The following pets are allowed: 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
HOUSEKEEPING: 
The following chores will be done by ________________________(circle all the apply): 
 
Vacuuming Floors Dishes Sweeping Mopping Laundry Dusting 
 
Cleaning the bathroom Cooking Picking up after a pet Making the bed  
 
Cleaning the kitchen counters Vacuuming furniture Tidying Other:  
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